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Abstract. In this article we examine the history of the production of microarray

technologies and their role in constructing and operationalizing views of human genetic
difference in contemporary genomics. Rather than the ‘‘turn to difference’’ emerging as
a post-Human Genome Project (HGP) phenomenon, interest in individual and group

differences was a central, motivating concept in human genetics throughout the
twentieth century. This interest was entwined with efforts to develop polymorphic
‘‘genetic markers’’ for studying human traits and diseases. We trace the technological,
methodological and conceptual strategies in the late twentieth century that established

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as key focal points for locating difference in
the genome. By embedding SNPs in microarrays, researchers created a technology that
they used to catalog and assess human genetic variation. In the process of making

genetic markers and array-based technologies to track variation, scientists also made
commitments to ways of describing, cataloging and ‘‘knowing’’ human genetic
differences that refracted difference through a continental geographic lens. We show

how difference came to matter in both senses of the term: difference was made salient to,
and inscribed on, genetic matter(s), as a result of the decisions, assessments and choices
of collaborative and hybrid research collectives in medical genomics research.
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Introduction

In the early 2000s, the first large-scale data-generating genomics ini-
tiatives driven by the Human Genome Project (HGP) were drawing to
a close. The data that the HGP and related projects released into the
public domain, and the technologies whose development they had
fostered through the 1990s, initiated significant organizational, scien-
tific, and technical transformations in genetic studies of disease,
shifting the scale of analysis from gene to genome. Under the banner
of the HGP, researchers had envisioned, anticipated, and actively
planned for a future in which they could search genome-wide for ge-
netic factors involved in the chronic diseases that they had labeled the
most significant public health threats. Among the new tools enabling
genome-wide studies in the new millennium was the microarray (ab-
breviated ‘‘array’’), a miniaturized silicon wafer-shaped device about
the size of a thumbnail. Because microarrays drew design principles
from and resembled integrated circuits or microchips used in the
semiconductor industry, they were colloquially referred to as ‘‘chips’’
(Guo et al., 1994).

Microarrays significantly altered the landscape of medical genetics
research in the mid to late 2000s, buttressing high-throughput efforts to
identify and characterize genomic differences known as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). Researchers designated SNPs as those points in
the genome where humans differed in their DNA sequence by a single
nucleotide. For example, where some individuals might have an ‘‘A,’’
others might have a ‘‘G.’’ Microarrays designed to assay these SNP
differences in a highly parallel fashion (nicknamed ‘‘SNP chips’’). About
the size of a penny, they initially contained thousands (and later, mil-
lions) of ‘‘spots’’ arrayed in an ordered fashion. Each spot contained
thousands of copies of a unique DNA sequence 20–25 nucleotides long,
known as a ‘‘probe.’’ When DNA collected from a human donor was
applied to the chip, each probe would selectively bind only those bits of
the donor DNA that were perfectly complementary in sequence. This
binding reaction would generate a positive optical signal at certain
wavelengths of light, which could be measured and read by a detection
instrument. A single base-pair difference between the individual’s DNA
and a given probe would prevent binding, resulting in a negative optical
readout from that probe. Each SNP was assayed by a set of partially
overlapping probes that could distinguish single nucleotide differences.
By collating information gleaned through the combination of positive
and negative readouts across the probe set, researchers could determine
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the donor DNA’s nucleotide identity at a given SNP locus. SNP
microarrays generated data like this across thousands of SNP loci
simultaneously. When analyzed on a computer, a single microarray
experiment yielded a profile of a donor’s DNA, detailing the nucleotide
identity (or ‘‘variant’’) present at each of the many hundreds or thou-
sands of SNP loci assayed by the chip.1

Researchers in public, academic, and corporate labs worked to im-
prove chip synthesis, miniaturization, and manufacturing chemistries
over time. They revised the statistical methods that guided their choices
of which SNP loci in the genome to examine, developing approaches for
accommodating increasing numbers of SNP assays on a single chip.
These choices mattered because, according to researchers, the precise
representation of SNPs on any given chip affected its utility for the
study of diseases across different human ‘‘populations’’ (Pe’er et al.,
2006). By the middle of the 2000s, some researchers had concluded that
the first wave of generic SNP chip designs were inadequate for querying
genetic variation across all human genomes and that new chip designs
needed to represent more and more human genetic diversity to facilitate
genomic studies of disease. By the end of the 2000s, these articulated
needs had spurred a new wave of chips designed specifically for different
human groups, which became commonplace across the human geno-
mics research landscape.

This article examines the theoretical frames, scientific work practices,
institutional logics, and financial incentives that fashioned SNP differ-
ences and embedded them in microarray technologies that both pro-
duced and analyzed genetic difference across human groups. A focus on
SNPs and group-level differences has become a defining feature of
contemporary medical genomics in the United States. We first trace the
technological, methodological, and conceptual developments in the late
twentieth century that established SNPs as key focal points for tracking
and locating human difference in the genome. Though genomics re-
searchers involved in the HGP settled on SNPs in the 1990s as their
genetic markers of choice for studies of the human genome, and later
designated chips as the preferred tool with which to measure them, these
outcomes were not inevitable. They were the product of a series of
research priorities and choices, in addition to theoretical and empirical
considerations, that made certain kinds of genetic markers more valu-
able or informative to researchers than others. Just as important were

1 In laboratory vernacular, this process of genotyping SNP markers in the genome

was known as ‘‘querying’’ or ‘‘(base)calling the SNP.’’
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the contingent decisions, assessments, and forecasts about genomics
research needs made in the 1990s within a set of sociotechnical condi-
tions shaped partially by the available technologies, partially by desires
for and speculations about future technologies, and partially by
changing institutional and work structures that researchers and orga-
nizations initiated within the field of human genomics.

SNP chips also drew in particular ways on social assumptions about
human difference built into theoretical frames used in their design. We
examine how these articulations of human difference became embedded
in the SNP chip. By analyzing how SNP chips became instruments for
measuring genetic difference, we show how their design, production,
and use shaped (and were shaped by) ideas about the boundaries and
limits of population groupings, ideas that often rendered distinctions
among human groups along continental lines.

Our analysis relies on both ethnographic and historical approaches.
We conducted fieldwork from 2007 to 2013 in five leading research
institutes and genomics laboratories in the United States.2 We observed
genome scientists at work in laboratories and at meetings and confer-
ences, conducted interviews and oral histories with researchers, and
analyzed their published and unpublished scientific papers. We also
draw on materials within the newly established NHGRI Genome His-
tory Archive, including consortia project draft and official reports,
published literature, administrative documents, and meeting minutes, as
well as emails, memos, handwritten notes, and personal correspondence
shared among lead researchers, NHGRI administrators, consortia
project coordinators and funders, and industry partners. Some of the
laboratories and institutes where we conducted fieldwork were involved
in the big genomics consortia projects initiated or supported by the
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and its prede-
cessor, the National Center for Human Genome Research, including the
HGP, The SNP Consortium, the International Haplotype Mapping
Project, and the 1000 Genomes Project (2015).

Writing histories of the contemporary period can offer unique
opportunities for interrogating archival and ethnographic data through
each other, and so more richly capture the complexity of institutional
decisions and scientific choices. But it also has the potential to amplify
contradictions, presenting unique challenges for verifying and authen-
ticating conflicting source material. Writing an ethnographic history of

2 Due to human subjects confidentiality agreements with our respondents, in some
instances our use of ethnographic material has necessitated the omission of respondent

names.
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the contemporary period means that many of the research subjects
(‘‘respondents’’) are still alive, still working professionally and building
careers. Many of the governmental and academic institutions, private
companies, and projects are also still ‘‘alive.’’ While this offers oppor-
tunities to query respondents at different stages of their work, and so get
multiple perspectives on a given event or project, it also magnifies the
possibility of contradictions or inconsistencies. In addition, since
genomics has matured from a nascent field largely in tandem with the
rise of the digital era, archival documents pertaining to more recent
history of the field include non-traditional materials, such as email ex-
changes, web pages, and PowerPoint slides. Though these have analogs
among more traditional historical materials, such as handwritten or
typed correspondence and meeting notes, they do demand novel ap-
proaches to thinking about what constitutes historical data, how to
analyze it, and the stability and verifiability of different sources and
different accounts of the same events.

The challenge for the researcher is to develop techniques to resolve
any contradictions. Triangulating across data sources, or seeking
interviews with actors themselves to add to the historical record, can
help corroborate previous statements and resolve ambiguities. But it can
also introduce problems of what sociologists call ‘‘self-report,’’ where
respondents may seek to change the historical record. This does not
assume ill will; for example, people often remember the past differently
in the present moment for various reasons. Sociologists have methods
for dealing with this. Nevertheless, post hoc interviews can usefully
reveal actors’ stated motivations and intentions before and after events
in question, which cannot be directly interrogated through historical
records alone. Post-hoc interviews combined with ethnographic field-
work data can also inform the analysis of historical materials; they can,
for example, help us discern the intended versus actual trajectories of
technologies researchers were developing or using, and also help
identify key decision points in that process that might not be obvious
from the historical record alone. We specifically use the term ethno-
graphic data here to emphasize that as sociologists we combine field-
work observations and interviews, which gives more multifaceted
perspectives on technical work practices, the chronology of events in
scientific research, and the continuities and discontinuities between what
scientists say and do than interviews on their own. However, care must
be taken not to telescope presentist frames of reference to the past.
Many of these challenges extend across historical studies of the recent
sciences (Doel and Söderqvist, 2006).
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Genetic Markers and Genetic Maps

Early twentieth century genetics focused on the question of how variations
in phenotypic traits could be inherited and transmitted across generations.
As a way to answer this question, generating methods for mapping the
physical basis of inherited characteristics was from the outset a defining
preoccupation of modern genetics, characterized by practices of interpre-
tation, conceptual framing, inscription, and representation.3 Genetic
markerswere fashionedas core elements ofmapping efforts, beginningwith
the work of Thomas Hunt Morgan, Alfred Sturtevant, and colleagues at
ColumbiaUniversity, who developed trait markers as ameans to construct
genetic maps of chromosomes linking phenotypic difference to genotypic
difference in fruit flies. The first major class of markers applied to human
genome mapping, known as ‘‘restriction fragment length polymorphisms’’
(RFLPs), were developed in the 1970s with the advent of recombinant
DNA technologies. Restriction enzymes generated unique patterns of
DNA fragments by cutting DNA in sequence-specific locations across the
genome. Researchers used these cuts and fragment patterns to ‘‘mark’’
chromosomal locations where individuals differed in genome sequence.
Groups of markers were assigned locations relative to each other along the
chromosomes, and in this way a picture of human sequence differences
along chromosomes was produced. In the process, sequence differences
were transmuted into genetic markers, each with its own genomic address.

Geneticists David Botstein, Raymond White, Mark Skolnick, and
Ronald Davis (1980) proposed the first strategy for generating a map of
the human genome, using the relative chromosomal locations of RFLP
differences. They argued that a genome map could help researchers
identify genomic loci involved in inherited diseases. If researchers could
show that a particular marker and a particular disease phenotype were
co-inherited by studying an affected family, the genomic location of the
marker could act as a lamppost illuminating nearby gene(s) involved in
the disease. Botstein and colleagues commented that, to date, ‘‘No
method of systematically mapping human genes has been devised, lar-
gely because of the paucity of highly polymorphic marker loci.’’
‘‘Polymorphic’’ referred to the multiple different forms a marker could
take (also known as variants, or alleles). An individual genome, with
two copies of each chromosome, could exhibit at most two of these
many possible forms. The variable character of RFLPs rendered them
highly valuable to geneticists, because it offered a means to access and

3 For detailed historical analyses of twentieth century genetic mapping efforts across

species, see the edited volume of Gaudillière and Rheinberger (2004).
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assay genetic variation. Thus, from the earliest human genome maps,
researchers actively sought marker loci that exhibited extensive vari-
ability across individuals. Further, they framed the search for markers
of human genetic variation as a necessary pre-requisite for gene finding
through family linkage studies in the genome era, a problem akin to
locating a ‘‘needle in a haystack’’ (F. C. Collins, 1991).

By mapping RFLPs in families affected by highly hereditary diseases
in the late 1980s and early 1990s, geneticists zoomed in on the protein-
coding genes responsible for diseases whose causes could be traced to
sequence mutations in a single gene, including Huntington’s disease,
cystic fibrosis, and Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Nevertheless,
geneticists soon found many gaps in the RFLP maps, because RFLPs
were sparse in some regions of the genome. Vast tracts of the human
genome remained inaccessible to genetic scanning, signalling an early
disciplinary anxiety about the number of markers that genetic maps
needed to contain in order to be ‘‘comprehensive,’’ that is, to represent
enough of the genome sequence to help researchers identify disease-
associated loci with statistical confidence. In discussions in the literature
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, estimates of the number of polymor-
phic markers required for disease gene finding continued to increase.4

These discussions expanded under the aegis of the HGP, officially
commenced in 1990 under the leadership of the NIH’s National Center
for Human Genome Research (which became the National Human
Genome Research Institute, or NHGRI, in 1997). The HGP aimed to
generate the definitive maps for understanding genetic diseases. One of
the HGP’s early ambitions was to pinpoint new classes of polymorphic
genetic markers that were more numerous across the genome and more
easily assayed than RFLPs, to produce genetic maps that covered more
parts of the genome (US OTA, 1988). The HGP’s genetic maps were
initially based on sequence tagged sites (STSs), unique sequences with
known locations in the genome between 200 and 500 nucleotides in
length that were not always polymorphic but were easily assayed by the
new polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique (F. C. Collins and
Galas, 1993). These included a class of markers known as short tandem
repeat polymorphisms (STRs, or microsatellites), characterized by
James Weber’s medical genetics lab at the Marshfield Clinic in Wis-
consin (Weber and May, 1989; Weber, 1990). However, like RFLPs,
microsatellites did not occur frequently enough along the chromosomes
to enable high resolution mapping in the vicinity of individual genes
(Weissenbach, 1993; Weiss, 1998).

4 See U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1988).
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It had been known since the 1960s that single base substitutions in
protein-coding genes were sufficient to trigger disease phenotypes
associated with some of the known hereditary disorders (McCusick,
1992). These were sites in the genome where the nucleotide sequence (A,
T, G, or C) varied across individuals. In the expanding vernacular of
genetic mapping and genetic markers, single base substitutions became
more commonly known as ‘‘single nucleotide polymorphisms’’ (SNPs).
SNPs were considered less informative than RFLPs and microsatellites
because they exhibited less variability. Whereas a RFLP or
microsatellite could vary widely in length and sequence, anywhere be-
tween 50 and 100 concatenated occurrences of a repeating sequence
motif, most known SNPs appeared to be bi-allelic (occurring only in
two forms, such as A and G). Despite exhibiting lower sequence
diversity across individuals, researchers increasingly began to favor
SNPs in genetic studies of disease, partly because they appeared to be
far more abundant in the genome. The most widely-accepted estimate
pegged them as occurring every 1000 nucleotides or so (Kruglyak,
1997). Perhaps more importantly than their estimated density in the
genome, several labs began to demonstrate that SNP analysis could be
automated much more efficiently than RFLP or STR analysis, by
adapting commercial technologies like PCR and high-throughput DNA
sequencing machines developed in the 1980s (Nickerson et al., 1990;
Nikiforov et al., 1994; Delahunty et al., 1996). SNPs required less time-
intensive manual labor to analyze than RFLPs and microsatellites and
were more easily aligned with emerging technologies of automation.
Coupled with their preponderance in the genome, this rendered SNPs
increasingly popular objects of study in human genetic variation re-
search. Below, we show how SNPs became conventional tools for
marking genetic difference. The kinds of differences researchers claimed
they represented and revealed emerged through the technologies in
which they embedded SNPs, like SNP arrays.

DNA Microarrays and Catalogs of Human Genetic Difference

As genetic markers were being refined into research tools in the late
1980s and early 1990s, biotech and academic labs began searching for
ways to speed up and automate DNA analysis. Traditional approaches,
like the Southern blotting technique used to analyze RFLPs, were slow,
requiring the immobilization of genomic DNA on a membrane and then
adding a radioactively labeled probe of a known sequence to detect any
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complementary sequences in the DNA of the individual whose genome
was being studied. This could take days or weeks. Instead, an alternative
approach sought to invert this process, immobilizing many probes on a
small silicon wafer (called a microarray), testing simultaneously for the
presence of any by adding an individual’s genomic DNA to see which of
the probes bound to complementary DNA. The microarray could be
reused by stripping that individual’s genomic DNA away and repeating
with another individual’s DNA. Many researchers helped develop these
ideas and techniques through the early 1990s, but their incorporation
into a portable, scalable technology has been credited to two teams.
Stephen Fodor and his colleagues, working at the Affymax Research
Institute in Palo Alto in the early 1990s (Southern et al., 1992; Guo et
al., 1994; Matson et al., 1995), developed a way to use light-directed,
spatially-addressed chemical synthesis to ‘‘print’’ peptides in an ordered
fashion on glass slides, which they called ‘‘arrays’’ (Fodor et al., 1991).
Shortly after, Mark Schena, Pat Brown, and colleagues at Stanford
University developed arrays to look at comparative gene expression,
with new techniques to accelerate the printing process using robotics
and pre-synthesized DNA. They visualized gene expression differences
by using differentially labeled fluorescent dyes (Schena et al., 1995). In
1993, Fodor co-founded a company, Affymetrix, to commercialize ar-
rays for biological research.

The concept of patterning and printing amino acid and oligonu-
cleotide sequences onto microarrays built on technical advances in the
growing microelectronics and semi-conductor industry centered in
Silicon Valley, including the use of photolithography for printing
digital circuits. These inspired the possibility of ‘‘high-throughput’’
DNA analysis, whereby hundreds or even thousands of DNA se-
quences could be assayed in parallel. This earned them the nickname
‘‘lab on a chip.’’ Although DNA microarrays saw their first applica-
tions in comparative studies of gene expression (Shostak, 2005; Rogers
and Cambrosio, 2007), Brown’s original intention and inspiration for
working with microarrays grew out of a desire to better understand
sequence variation and complex traits. When his team originally began
developing the microarray technology, ‘‘It was to enable a new method
for relating sequence differences in genes to complex traits in people…
heritable differences in sequences.’’5 This question of sequence differ-
ences, and the potential for microarray technology to address it,
spurred the research aspirations of human genetic variation researchers
in the late 1990s.

5 Brown (2003).
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Against the backdrop of the HGP, by the mid-1990s some prominent
geneticists began targeting SNPs as key to characterizing patterns of
genetic difference among individuals. Calls for ever-more comprehen-
sive marker maps of the human genome were spurred by shifts in the
diseases of interest to geneticists, which began to include complex
conditions more widespread in the general population (Lander and
Botstein, 1986). These were chronic age-related diseases like heart dis-
ease, cancers, and neurological conditions, quickly becoming the major
health concerns in wealthy industrialized nations. Although geneticists
acknowledged that environmental factors might play a much larger role
than genetics in these diseases, they nevertheless assumed that DNA
sequence differences between affected and unaffected individuals would
prove medically relevant.

In 1996, statistical geneticist and a leader within the HGP Eric
Lander (1996) and statistical geneticist Neil Risch and epidemiologist
Kathleen Merikangas (1996), formalized a genetic strategy for the study
of complex diseases. They argued that the future of genetics lay in
‘‘genetic association studies.’’ These would make use of large sets of
polymorphic markers and large numbers of affected but unrelated
individuals. The aim was to pinpoint small but possibly additive genetic
contributions to complex disease from many loci across the genome (as
opposed to Mendelian studies of disease, which isolated single genes
responsible for highly hereditary conditions). Their proposal became the
basis for a new class of genetic studies at the turn of the millennium,
known as genome-wide association studies (GWAS). The primary
obstacles, they argued, were the lack of a sufficiently large number of
polymorphic genetic markers with which to conduct such studies and
the high throughput technologies to assay them.

The concept of GWAS gave traction to ‘‘the idea of being able to
spread markers right across the genome, and the power of doing so at
an ever-higher density.’’6 To that end, even as the HGP continued to
focus on developing a single reference genome sequence, NIH’s Na-
tional Center for Human Genome Research began to consider more
seriously the scientific resources that would need to be in place to enable
GWAS. They established funding programs intended to accelerate the
HGP by supporting innovations in large-scale DNA sequencing and
analysis. From 1995 to 1997, technology development at Affymetrix
benefitted from these programs. Among many other DNA and RNA

6 NHGRI’s Oral History Collection: Interview with David Bentley, 2017, available at

https://www.genome.gov/27552689/all-videos/.
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analysis applications, Affymetrix was pursuing SNP microarray tech-
nology development in anticipation of GWAS. Many labs were on the
hunt for SNPs, and at the time, the rate at which researchers were
identifying SNPs far outpaced the ability of any technology to geno-
type7 them for disease studies (Kruglyak and Nickerson, 2001).
Through the late 1990s Affymetrix experimented with methods for chip
construction and genotyping and assay protocols, as well as building the
computational software for managing and analyzing the sequence data,
with a view to eventually commercializing a chip technology that could
analyze ever-increasing numbers of SNPs in parallel.

Just as important, like somebutnotall genomics companies in the1990s,
Affymetrix saw value in public–private research collaborations to drive
product development. There was ample HGP-related federal funding to
support such collaborations, which were also strategic because the aca-
demic research community and federal research labs comprised the initial
target market of end-users for Affymetrix products. In 1997, with funds
from a P01Genome Science and Technology Centers (GESTEC) program
grant, Affymetrix established a user center at their corporate campus for
academic and industrial scientists to experimentwith their technology prior
to its commercialization.8 Affymetrix researchers collaborated with
NHGRIdirectorFrancisCollins and colleagues atNIH todemonstrate the
utility of microarrays to screen for single nucleotide mutations in the
BRCA1 gene implicated in breast cancer (Hacia et al., 1996).

Lander’s lab also collaborated with Affymetrix. With funding from
NHGRI, they began to search for and catalog SNPs across the genome,
which they saw as representing a new pool of polymorphic markers for
genetic mapping and disease studies.9 In addition to being the first high-
throughput study to identify a large set of SNP loci in the genome, the
resulting publication also built on earlier efforts initiated at Affymetrix
to adapt their chips to SNP genotyping (Wang et al., 1998). Affymetrix
researchers had demonstrated that researchers could use arrays with
sufficient redundancy of probes10 to identify medically-relevant SNPs in
human genomes (Cronin et al., 1996). Importantly, this was the first

7 To ‘‘genotype’’ a SNP meant to assess which nucleotides or variants were present at

that SNP locus, at both chromosomal copies in an individual’s genome. As SNPs and
methods for assessing them became more widespread, this verbing of the term ‘‘geno-
type’’ became common usage among genomics researchers.

8 NIH RePORTER, Grant # 5P01HG001323-03.
9 Talk presented at the American Society of Human Genetics annual meeting (see

Wang et al., 1996).
10 Redundancy was encoded into the chips to improve the reliability of the genotyping

data, allowing for multiple measurements for each SNP, as discussed below.
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demonstration that microarray technology might play a key role in
genetic variation studies of disease. The subsequent experiments with
Lander’s lab illustrated how chips could be used both to identify and
catalog novel SNP loci in the genome (‘‘SNP discovery’’) and to
genotype multiple SNP loci simultaneously across many human gen-
omes (‘‘SNP characterization’’). Soon other groups were using chips to
genotype SNPs in candidate genes for various diseases.11

NHGRI had begun investing millions on extramural grants for SNP
discovery, awarded through multi-institutional Requests for Applica-
tions (RFAs).12 Concurrently, NHGRI director Francis Collins and
other leading geneticists were calling for large-scale efforts to develop a
high-resolution, freely available SNP map of the genome, hoping for
private sector participation (F. C. Collins et al., 1997; Weiss, 1998).
Many academic researchers feared SNPs would be patented by multi-
national biotech and pharma companies, already racing to develop
proprietary SNP maps to guide disease research and the development of
new diagnostics and therapeutics (Marshall, 1997).

It was clear that such an effort would require significant international
coordination and funding to achieve. In 1999, ten pharmaceutical
companies in the United States and Europe along with the Wellcome
Trust, a privately endowed biomedical research charity based in the UK
and a lead participant in the HGP’s sequencing efforts through the
Sanger Center, decided to jointly finance The SNP Consortium (TSC).
Their aim was to generate an ‘‘industrial standard’’ open access SNP
map for genomics researchers.13 The TSC benefitted from NHGRI’s
growing managerial expertise with large genomics consortia projects.
The experimental benchwork of the $53 million TSC was carried out by
NHGRI-supported HGP academic sequencing centers (including the
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research/MIT Center for Genome
Research, Washington University Genome Center, the Sanger Center,
Stanford University, and Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory), collectively
known as the International SNP Map Working Group (Holden, 2002).

The TSC began generating pilot data in early January 1999 and
officially launched in April 1999. To discover SNPs, researchers targeted
their searches to specific regions of the genome and identified poly-

11 See, for example, Halushka et al. (1999).
12 Email from Francis Collins to NIH Director Harold Varmus, ‘‘The SNP Con-

sortium,’’ March 20, 1999, #1702, p. 131, NHGRI History of Genomics Program Ar-

chival Resource.
13 ‘‘NIH Membership Discussions: The SNP Consortium,’’ July 8 1999, #1704, p. 28,

NHGRI History of Genomics Program Archival Resource.
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morphisms by re-sequencing and comparing DNA sequence from many
of the individuals whose DNA was being used for the HGP (Altshuler
et al., 2000).14 These methods could help identify previously unknown
SNPs in human genomes but could not map their genomic locations.
There was no high-throughput method for doing this until the HGP’s
draft human genome sequence was released in 2000. TSC-identified
SNP sequences were then computationally aligned in silico to sequences
in the HGP’s draft genome, producing a SNP map.

By the conclusion of their work, the TSC estimated that the number
of SNPs that might underlie common diseases numbered between 3 and
4 million (Holden, 2002). But at the outset of the TSC, as with the
RFLP maps, researchers debated and disagreed on the number of SNPs
needed for a map comprehensive enough to power disease studies. Some
estimated as few as 30,000 might be needed (A. Collins et al., 1999),
while others proposed numbers closer to 500,000 (Kruglyak, 1999).
Both the TSC’s CEO Arthur Holden and NHGRI director Francis
Collins pegged the number at 500,000. The TSC initially aimed to
identify 300,000 SNPs, but the availability of the HGP data facilitated
surpassing these goals. TSC’s scientific work neared completion in 2001,
with a publicly available SNP map describing over 1.7 million human
SNPs (International SNP Map Working Group, 2001; Holden, 2002),
about 11–12% of estimated SNPs in the genome (Kruglyak and Nick-
erson, 2001; Brooks, 2003). All SNP information was deposited in the
public database hosted at NIH, dbSNP.

As the TSC was gearing up, the NHGRI sponsored a special sup-
plement of the journal Nature Genetics, with reviews considering the
potential impacts and challenges facing the use of microarray technol-
ogy within the wide range of genomics applications for which it was
being developed (A. Collins et al., 1999). At the time, SNP arrays were
about 1.28 cm square and could assay a few thousand SNPs in parallel.
Before the TSC formally concluded, Affymetrix began marketing the
first commercial SNP chips for life sciences research (Lipshutz et al.,
1999). Though their entry-level arrays could genotype 2000 SNPs
simultaneously in an individual’s genome, this SNP count was still
considered too sparse to fully support GWAS.

The early developments at Affymetrix did not, however, assure a
monopoly in the commercial microarray market. A rival biotech, Illu-
mina, had formed in 1998 around the ‘‘bead array’’ technology created
by chemist David Walt and colleagues at Tufts University (Michael

14 See also NHGRI’s Oral History Collection: Interview with David Bentley, 2017,

available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lk2q4KdlfQQ.
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et al., 1998). Illumina researchers, some of whom were former Affy-
metrix scientists, began adapting bead arrays for a range of commercial-
scale DNA and RNA analytic applications, including SNP genotyping.
Instead of printing and immobilizing short DNA probes on glass slides,
the Illumina microarrays consisted of silica beads, each covered with
hundreds of thousands of copies of a DNA probe sequence that could
hybridize and bind to complementary sequences in an individual’s
genomic DNA. Beads with the same probe were assembled in a
microscopic pit called a microwell, and several thousand microwells
(each with probes of unique sequence) were etched on a substrate (ini-
tially fiber optic bundles and later glass slides). The Illumina technology
was even more miniaturized than that of Affymetrix, capable of
assaying several times more SNPs in parallel on the same size chip and
touting an even higher ‘‘information density’’ (Oliphant et al., 2002). In
July 2001, Illumina launched a SNP genotyping service for academic
and industry researchers to make use of its pilot arrays.15 Illumina had,
like Affymetrix, also received federal funds under NHGRI’s ‘‘SNP
RFA’’ grants program, intended to support SNP discovery and the
development of technology to reduce genotyping cost and increase
throughput (the number of SNP loci that could be assayed simultane-
ously). Other commercial grantees supported by these funding streams
included Orchid Biosciences and Genometrix, both developing high-
throughput array technologies for SNP genotyping16 and both potential
competitors to Affymetrix and Illumina.

SNP Chips: Tools for Producing and Interpreting Human Genetic Vari-

ation

Genetic markers have been applied to the purpose of marking difference
between individuals, families, and eventually groups of individuals,
playing a central role in experimental genetics since its beginnings. As
TSC researchers expanded the SNP map, they drew on human popu-
lation genetics to establish theoretical frameworks for rendering SNP
markers into tools for human genetic variation studies. Their thinking
was influenced by the ‘‘out of Africa’’ theory in population genetics,

15 Correspondence from Illumina co-founder John Stuelpnagel to Francis Collins,
February 26 2002, #2295, p. 98, NHGRI History of Genomics Program Archival Re-

source.
16 ‘‘SNP RFA Awards,’’ (1999), #1704, p. 9, NHGRI History of Genomics Program

Archival Resource.
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developed in the 1980s. The theory suggests that anatomically modern
humans originated in Africa, that between 50,000 and 200,000 years ago
a subset of humans migrated out of Africa, and that this subset was
further subdivided into groups that settled on each of the other conti-
nents on which humans live today. The theory lent itself to the view that
continental barriers provided a major axis for human differentiation. It
played a central part in the TSC’s efforts to set the epistemological
boundaries for how human genetic diversity ought to be studied and
how it ought to be conceptually ordered and structured.

Drawing on this theory, TSC researchers advanced the view that
SNPs could represent patterns of human genetic variation if SNP
variants adjacent to each other on a chromosome were grouped together
into ‘‘blocks’’ of DNA. They asserted that these blocks differed across
continental lines, and that knowledge of these blocks along the chro-
mosome, known as ‘‘haplotypes’’ in the parlance of population genetics,
could accelerate GWAS and other studies of disease. Concomitant with
the TSC, from 1998 to 2000, several groups had studied haplotypes in a
handful of human genes (Reich et al., 2001; Daly et al., 2001; Patil et al.,
2001; International SNP Map Working Group, 2001; Gabriel et al.,
2002), generating enthusiasm among human genome scientists for fur-
ther work in the area (Brooks, 2003). The idea that some SNP variants
might reflect continent-specific differences was also promoted by Mark
Shriver and colleagues, who in 1997 had begun to propose a handful of
SNP loci that they argued could distinguish continental ancestries.17

A central tenet of this work was the assertion by TSC researchers
that haplotype blocks would vary in content and length when examined
in individuals from ‘‘different human groups,’’ which they delineated in
terms of major geographic regions (such as continents and sub-conti-
nents) (Kruglyak, 1999; Reich et al., 2001; Gabriel et al., 2002). This
approach to ordering human variation reflected the way TSC DNA
donors had been described. The TSC SNP map was developed using the
DNA Polymorphism Discovery Resource (DPDR), which consisted of
DNA collected by NIH researchers from 24 unrelated donors in the
United States. They described the DPDR as a ‘‘representative’’ set of
DNAs from donors of Caucasian, African, Asian, or ‘‘other’’ ancestry
‘‘reflecting the ethnic diversity of humankind’’ (Holden, 2002). Al-
though the DNA in DPDR was not labeled with racial or ethnic
identifiers, the TSC posited human genetic variation as connected to
continental ancestry, which in turn became incorporated into genomic

17 See Fullwiley (2008) and Rajagopalan and Fujimura (2012) for more thorough

treatment of the politics and limitations of these ideas.
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databases and tools. Indeed, the TSC was drawing on a longer history
of studies within population genetics, framed around the distribution of
global human variation among continental race groups.18

Fueled by scientists’ growing interest in the global extent and dis-
tribution of human genetic variation,19 NHGRI decided, in the latter
half of 2001, to continue the TSC’s efforts through what became known
as the International Haplotype Mapping Project (HapMap). Advocated
by the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (2001),
the ‘‘haplotype map of the human genome’’ would catalog haplotype
patterns in DNA from donors located around the world, described as
the ‘‘next key step of the HGP’’ for medical genetics and genome-wide
association studies of disease.20

The TSC had already laid the groundwork for such an effort, as had
Affymetrix. In October 2000, Affymetrix spun out a genomics sub-
sidiary called Perlegen Sciences, Inc., which completed a large-scale scan
of the 24 human genomes in the DPDR, to uncover broad patterns of
genetic variation that might be related to health and disease (Patil et al.,
2001). Perlegen built a proprietary database of SNP variant frequencies
of about 1.6 million SNPs. Their goal was to partner with pharma-
ceutical companies to develop new drugs around patient subpopulations
whose genomes carried these SNP variants (Peacock and Whiteley,
2005). More immediately, the NHGRI’s HapMap project bought and
used their SNP data and services, as described below. Fodor, as
chairman of both Affymetrix and Perlegen, anticipated a large role for

18 For example, see the histories of the Human Genome Diversity Project, which
generated controversy because of its race-based population genetics approach (Gannett,
2001; M’Charek, 2005; Reardon, 2005). For historical analyses of postwar studies of

genetic variation organized around blood and chromosomal polymorphisms in racial-
ized groups, including prisoners, patients, survivors of radiation fallout from atomic
bombs, ethnic groups, and inhabitants of remote islands, see Gannett and Griesemer
(2004), Marks (2012), Bangham (2014), de Chadarevian (2014), Lipphardt (2014),

Mukharji (2014), Suárez-Diáz (2014), and Widmer (2014).
19 For example, in May 2001 Jim Weber wrote to NHGRI director Francis Collins

urging the Institute to fund the establishment of a common resource of DNA and cell
lines to further studies of linkage in the human genome, outlining a detailed plan for
how and from which people to collect DNA. Weber’s plan advocated for studying

families from five ‘‘populations’’ (European, Asian, sub-Saharan, and two reproduc-
tively isolated populations) (#888, NHGRI History of Genomics Program Archival
Resource). The NHGRI’s HapMap ultimately pursued a different study design, ana-
lyzing some groups as trios of two parents and a child, and others as unrelated indi-

viduals, and deciding not to study any group deemed ‘‘isolated.’’
20 ‘‘A Haplotype Map of the Human Genome: Project Summary,’’ July 23 2001,

#1696, p. 20, NHGRI History of Genomics Program Archival Resource.
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both companies in future GWAS, stating in 2000 that no other entity
had ‘‘adequate technology to look at whole genome patterns found
across many individuals.’’21

Once again, debates ensued over the number of SNP markers that
needed to be characterized for a haplotype map of the human genome.
As the International SNP Map Working Group (2001) had noted, ‘‘The
required density of markers will depend on the complexity of the local
haplotype structure, and the distance over which these haplotypes ex-
tend.’’ Initially, NHGRI anticipated having to genotype at least two
million SNPs, including those identified by the TSC and those available
in the public catalog dbSNP. But in pilot studies, researchers at Hap-
Map genotyping centers in the USA (many of which had participated in
both the HGP and TSC) concluded that these would prove insufficient
to properly describe the haplotype structure of human variation around
the world. Thus, despite the efforts of the TSC to make sufficient
numbers of SNPs public, a significant fraction of the HapMap budget
was set aside for purchasing proprietary SNPs (which were later de-
posited into the public domain as part of HapMap). Proprietary SNPs
came from Perlegen Biosciences, which had developed industrial-scale
methods for SNP discovery, supplemented by SNPs discovered from
sequence traces purchased from Applied Biosystems, which was work-
ing on its own haplotype map for GWAS studies (De La Vega et al.,
2002) (and whose sister company Celera Genomics had pursued a pri-
vate effort to sequence the human genome alongside the public HGP
consortium). This brought the total number of characterized HapMap
SNPs to almost 8 million by 2004.22

HapMap researchers decided to organize their catalog of variation
by geographic source of donors’ DNA. After extensive discussion and
consideration of the ethical, legal, and social implications of naming and
specifying human groups for such research, HapMap organizers decided
that the first phase of the project would examine DNA donated by 45
individuals in Tokyo, Japan (designated as JPT), 45 Han Chinese
individuals in Beijing, China (designated as CHB), 90 individuals
among the Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (designated as YRI), as well as
DNA that had already been collected in the 1980s from 90 Utah resi-
dents with ancestry from northern and western Europe (designated as

21 ‘‘Affymetrix Announces Formation of New Genomics Company: Perlegen Sci-
ences,’’ Affymetrix Press Release, October 3, 2000, https://ir.thermofisher.com/
investors/news-and-events/news-releases/news-release-details/2000/Affymetrix-Announ

ces-Formation-of-New-Genomics-Company-Perlegen-Sciences/default.aspx.
22 NHGRI’s Oral History Collection: Interview with Jim Mullikin, 2017, available at

https://www.genome.gov/27552689/all-videos/.
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CEU). HapMap’s official guidelines for use emphasized that researchers
should refer to the DNA sets using the entire geographic location where
they had been collected, specifying why neither the DNA nor the data
should be interpreted as representative of larger populations, either
national, ethnic, or racial. But both producers and users of the HapMap
data began to operationalize the DNA sets as if they were representative
of continental genotypes. Researchers came to view the SNP patterns
and haplotypes present in the YRI set as representative of the kind and
extent of genetic diversity they might discern across Africa. Similarly,
the CEU DNA was seen as indicative of patterns of human genetic
variation in people living in Europe, and the CHB and JPT DNA were
seen as representative of variation among people in East Asia. These
ways of framing difference by continental ancestry extended the efforts
of the TSC and the DPDR. Furthermore, they presaged the conceptual
frameworks and logics of population difference that researchers would
operationalize in the development of SNP chips for GWAS, despite
concerns and efforts to ‘‘avoid race.’’23 This would have important
consequences for how researchers would design and use SNP chips for
disease studies, as we describe next.

The NHGRI established sub-contracts to enlist private cooperation in
generatingHapMapdata, such aswithPerlegen. These funding streams in
turn also rendered it a keyfinancial supporter for the developmentof high-
throughput commercial technologies for genotyping, including microar-
rays, which the NHGRI and many prominent geneticists felt were des-
perately needed if researchers were to effectively make use of SNP
variation for disease studies (Hacia and Collins, 1999). The grants pro-
grams thus facilitated symbiotic relationships between federal and private
research entities during the HapMap project. Chips were by nomeans the
inevitable choice for genotyping technology, but a constellation of fac-
tors, including their utility to researchers constructing the HapMap and
planning for GWAS, contributed to their eventual dominance.

The first phase of HapMap, which launched in October 2002, was as
much an exploratory period for assessing different genotyping tech-
nologies that were under private development as it was the inaugural
data-generating period for the fledgling project. The NHGRI issued an
RFA in 2002 to allow ‘‘ample opportunity for competition amongst
genotyping platforms, as [the NHGRI Council] had some concerns

23 Researchers’ understanding of ancestry differs from their understanding of race and

ethnicity. But the line has blurred, particularly when the labels used for different DNA
collections, operationalized as populations, have traveled into broader social and
political domains where they are interpreted in sometimes unintended ways (see Fuji-

mura and Rajagopalan, 2011).
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about prematurely crowning any particular technology as the dominant
one at this point.’’24 Several companies won awards through the RFA,
includingAffymetrix (whichwas developing its ‘‘120K chip’’) and Illumina
(developing its ‘‘40KBeadArray’’), thefirst twoprototypesofSNPchips, as
well as non-chip technologies undergoing development at Sequenom,
Perkin-Elmer/Applied Biosystems, Orchid Biosciences, and Third Wave
Technologies. In pilot studies, as researchers characterized DNA from
HapMap donors using these high-throughput genotyping technologies,
they also assessed the quality of the data they were obtaining and the
efficiency of the organizational and work processes they had to innovate to
use each technological platform. Across platforms, they compared geno-
typing accuracy and efficiency, cost per SNP, and the proprietary analytic
software packages for data collation and interpretation. Companies were
competing for potentially lucrative downstream NIH contracts, as Hap-
Map was expected to expand its efforts in later phases.

In side-by-side comparisons, HapMap researchers distinctly favored
the Affymetrix and Illumina SNP chips for speed, reliability, ease of use,
accuracy, and reproducibility of genotyping. These two companies went
on to provide many of the key technological foundations and resources
for the public efforts to investigate human genetic variation. Because
researchers and laboratories involved in generating data for the Hap-
Map were also among those best positioned (in terms of funding and
resources), and indeed among the first, to launch high-throughput dis-
ease association studies, the preference for Affymetrix and Illumina
solidified the competitive success of both platforms in what became the
burgeoning field of GWAS.25 The financial and institutional support
from NHGRI and the imprimatur of NHGRI’s HapMap project
proved a significant validation of both companies’ technologies, which
by 2004 emerged as leading commercial suppliers (and competitors) for
the growing research-based market for SNP genotyping. Affymetrix and
Illumina designed and mass-produced fixed content chips (to assay pre-
selected SNPs), but also provided services to help researchers custom-
design their own chips to assay SNPs of their choosing for GWAS on
particular diseases. Both companies continued to develop business
models in which they collaborated closely with researchers, aligning new
versions of the technology to users’ needs. As we discuss below, aca-

24 Correspondence from Francis Collins to Arthur Holden, February 12, 2002, #2295,
p. 90, NHGRI History of Genomics Program Archival Resource.
25 GWAS remains one of the most common study designs in human genomics re-

search, and virtually all of the hundreds of GWAS published each year employ SNP

chips.
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demic researchers were just as involved in driving the diversification of
the technology as corporate researchers and innovators.

Importantly, the epistemic traffic was two-way; the commercial SNP
chips were not simply tools for future studies like GWAS, based on
HapMap data, but rather generative of HapMap itself. The HapMap
project was as much a user as an enabler of microarray technology. As
we discuss below, building the successive versions of SNP chips and the
HapMap was an iterative, self-reinforcing process, where data and
outputs from HapMap informed new chip designs, and where new chip
designs were mobilized to generate additional genotypes for successive
phases of HapMap.

Composing Groups and Group Differences Chip by Chip

HapMap data featured prominently in microarray design considerations
as companies built the first SNP chips for genome-wide association
studies of disease. The Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 100K26

array was released in 2004; the Affymetrix 500K Array released in
September 2005 could assay a fixed set of 500,000 SNP loci chosen
‘‘quasi-randomly’’ on the basis of technical performance from among
the SNPs identified in HapMap phase I. In contrast, Illumina’s first
chips for GWAS, the Human Hap300 BeadChips, contained about
300,000 SNPs selected based on haplotypes that HapMap researchers
had described in the CEU DNA (Pe’er et al., 2006). Researchers
preparing to conduct GWAS viewed the Affymetrix 500K array as the
first SNP chip to have sufficient genome coverage to permit high-pow-
ered association studies of disease,27 and the earliest GWAS used the
Affymetrix 100K (Klein et al., 2005) and 500K arrays (Saxena et al.,
2007; WTCCC, 2007) to generate their data. Affymetrix chips were
much less expensive and ready for market earlier than Illumina chips,
but the latter became increasingly popular party through their use in
GWAS conducted by deCODE Genomics using DNA in its Icelandic
biobank (Gudmundsson et al., 2007).

It was (and remains) not technically feasible to genotype all known
human SNPs in an individual’s DNA. Although efforts to enhance
miniaturization had improved the chips’ capacity, they continued to

26 SNP chip naming conventions specified how many SNPs a chip could assay, as this

continued to be seen as directly indicative of their utility for disease studies; for example,
‘‘100K’’ meant the chip assayed 100,000 SNPs in parallel.
27 Interview with a genotyping researcher who assisted with chip re-design, 2007.
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have a finite amount of space accommodating a small subset of known
SNPs, what one researcher called ‘‘real estate.’’28 Several constraints
shaped researchers’ determinations of which and how many SNPs to
include in any given chip design. For example, some SNPs ‘‘behaved
poorly’’ during array-based genotyping, repeatedly generating incon-
clusive results, so researchers eliminated these SNPs from consideration
during quality control checks. In addition, SNPs were not considered
equally informative; some were seen to give more information than
others, as discussed below. With the goal of ‘‘maximizing coverage’’
across the genome, SNP choices were made according to researchers’
computational estimates of the statistical ‘‘power’’ they could extract
from these choices in disease association studies. This was done by
pitting the possible SNP sets against each other in side-by-side com-
parisons and estimating the likelihood of finding a disease-associated
SNP in one set versus another.

Researchers also made these decisions by appealing to the HapMap
data, guided by population genetic theories about historical continental
migrations, pegging technical constraints to the frameworks they had
devised for making sense of haplotypes and the information they could
glean from the correlations between adjacent SNPs in haplotypes. These
frameworks underwrote a shared understanding of the patterns and
extent of human genetic variation, in which SNP variant frequencies
and haplotypes were seen to differ across continental human groupings,
influencing chip design.

With the first few GWAS underway, researchers prominently in-
volved in the HapMap began to re-assess the SNPs that were repre-
sented on the early Affymetrix 500K and Illumina Hap300 BeadChip
arrays. They concluded that both chips vastly underrepresented the
much more diverse SNP variation of people whose ancestry was as-
cribed to Africa or Asia. They argued that the 500K chip performed
better in the HapMap YRI DNA than Illumina chips did, but both
worked best in CEU DNA (Pe’er et al., 2006). Although Affymetrix had
not chosen the 500K SNPs to represent any particular DNA, in practice
their 500K chip was seen as more useful for genotyping individuals with
‘‘European’’ ancestry and less useful for individuals with ‘‘African’’
ancestry. ‘‘Usefulness’’ was assessed both quantitatively and qualita-
tively; the 500K chip did not have enough markers on it, or the right
kind, to capture the haplotypes that were seen as more relevant to
individuals of ‘‘African’’ ancestry.

28 Interview with a lead scientist on the Affymetrix chip re-design project, 2007.
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This notion that one chip could not fit all genomes drew on an idea
popularized by HapMap, that genomes from individuals of European
ancestry looked less diverse in their SNP variants, while genomes from
individuals whose ancestry was ascribed to Asia or Africa exhibited
greater sequence variation.29 ‘‘African genomes’’ were said to display
features of an ‘‘older’’ population, since peoples on other continents
were thought to have originated from small founder populations that
split from a single parental population in Africa. That original popu-
lation, they posited, had experienced a longer evolutionary history
during which DNA recombination could scramble and shrink haplo-
types, more so than in groups that had experienced population bottle-
necks while migrating to the other continents. The shorter haplotypes of
genomes with African origin, researchers claimed, had to be compen-
sated for on the chips by genotyping many more SNP loci in individuals
of African ancestry than would be needed in genomes of people with
ancestries from Asia or Europe.

This view of human genetic variation, constructed through the lens
of SNPs and chips, gave space for some perspectives on population and
difference to flourish and constrained others. In particular, what was at
stake in these decisions was the definition and significance of human
genetic differences, the conceptual frameworks humans should use to
consider, organize, work with, and ultimately act on genetic differences.
These choices had significant implications and consequences for our
understandings of genetic difference and disease. They produced con-
tinental-level variation as a significant factor for disease studies, and the
result was that subsequent designs of SNP chips became explicitly
associated with different continental-level ancestries.

Since Illumina chips were more expensive, researchers reasoned that
they could leverage the information in HapMap haplotypes to more
‘‘intelligently’’ choose which SNPs to genotype on the Affymetrix chip.
This could dramatically increase the ‘‘information content’’ of Affy-
metrix chips, bringing them more in line with Illumina’s pricier alter-
natives. Motivated by a desire to address the limitations of the
Affymetrix chips, a laboratory prominently involved in HapMap initi-
ated a multi-year collaboration with Affymetrix to design the next
generation of SNP chips together. They argued that continued use of the
existing Affymetrix and Illumina chips to study genomes of non-Euro-
pean ancestry would hamper researchers’ ability to identify key SNPs

29 These views drew on earlier propositions in human population genetics; see Ha-
lushka et al. (1999), Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994), Cargill et al. (1999), and Zietkiewicz

(1997).
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associated with disease. In their first attempt to redesign the Affymetrix
500K chip, they addressed its built-in redundancies. The 500K chip
included multiple probes for assessing each SNP, with some probes
measuring one strand of the DNA and the rest measuring the other
strand. Computational analysis, averaged across the redundant mea-
surements from all of the probes, yielded a final assessment (or ‘‘call’’)
of the variant at any given SNP. The chip redesigners refined the
computational algorithms that specified how to call a variant, and they
empirically assessed the minimal configuration of probes needed to yield
the most reproducible results for each SNP. This allowed elimination of
redundant probes, freeing up space on the chip to include assays for
additional SNPs. The redesigned microarray was called the Affymetrix
5.0 chip, commercially released to the research community in February
2007.

To redesign the Affymetrix 5.0 chip, the collaborators exploited the
information content of what they called ‘‘tag SNPs.’’ Each haplotype
block in HapMap was believed to have at least one proxy (or ‘‘tag’’)
SNP, which, if identified and then assayed, could provide information
on chromosomally adjacent SNP variants in the haplotype ‘‘for free.’’
Researchers argued that by genotyping a single tag SNP in an indi-
vidual’s DNA, they could infer (or in the scientific vernacular, ‘‘im-
pute’’) the adjacent co-inherited variants that person carried by
referring back to HapMap data. Thus, instead of including on the chip
all the SNPs comprising a haplotype, they only needed to include DNA
probes for genotyping tag SNPs. Tag SNPs were framed as an eco-
nomical resource. They increased efficiency while retaining statistical
power (genotyping as few SNPs as possible to get maximal information
in a particular region of the genome). Tag SNPs allowed researchers to
justify genotyping fewer SNPs in any given region of the genome. This
reduced what they called the ‘‘genotyping burden’’ for that region and
made more of the chip’s limited ‘‘real estate’’ available to interrogate
other regions of the genome.

The collaborators experimentally screened and evaluated millions of
additional SNPs that were polymorphic in the HapMap groups, iden-
tifying and selecting tag SNPs for inclusion on the chip. They then
assessed the new chip’s genotyping abilities, using as a benchmark the
HapMap YRI group, deemed to represent the most genetically diverse
(and most analytically complex) reference DNAs available to them.
Commercially released in spring 2007, the Affymetrix Genome-Wide
Human SNP Array 6.0 represented nearly 1 million SNPs, twice as
many as its predecessor. With the extra ‘‘real estate’’ opened up during
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development of the 5.0 chip, the 6.0 chip also included probes to detect
almost a million copy number sequence variations, another type of
genetic variation that chip designers argued would make the chip even
more useful in studies of disease among people with ancestry from Asia
or Africa. As one chip designer noted, the Affymetrix 6.0 chip captured
about ‘‘70%’’ of the YRI haplotypes in the HapMap, compared to
‘‘40%’’ captured by the 500K chip.30 Others observed that the Affy-
metrix 6.0 chip was more inclusive but still limited in its ability to
capture the full extent of genetic variation in peoples other than those
few who had donated DNA to the HapMap, particularly in areas of the
world where genetic variation is thought to be much more extensive,
such as among peoples in Africa. For some projects, the Affymetrix
500K chips were seen as sufficient and cost-effective, and versions re-
main in use today. But because the new 6.0 chips could assess more of
the genome than the older chips, the data they generated was seen as
more comprehensive and up-to-date, and it became an industry stan-
dard. Many labs conducting GWAS who could afford the redesigned
(and slightly more expensive) 6.0 microarrays adopted them for their
studies regardless of how they viewed the possible ancestry of the DNA
they were studying. Illumina had also developed a new version of the
BeadChip released in 2006, called the ‘‘Sentrix HumanHap 650Y
BeadChip,’’ which they marketed as extending researchers’ ability to
assess genetic variation and conduct more robust GWAS in all indi-
viduals but especially those with ancestry from Africa.31

The HapMap was a crucial resource in the process of redesigning the
chips, both as a dataset from which to select SNPs for inclusion on
newer chip designs and as a benchmark against which to gauge the
chips’ comprehensiveness. But again, these new chips were also gener-
ative for HapMap; while researchers used the HapMap Phase II data to
guide the design of the Affymetrix 6.0 chip, the Affymetrix 6.0 chip was
used, along with Illumina Infinium Human1M-single BeadChips, to
generate the HapMap Phase III data (International HapMap 3 Con-
sortium, 2010).

SNP chips represented a technology that, through the multiplication
of its own variations or versions, aimed to iteratively capture and assess

30 Interview with a genotyping researcher who assisted with chip re-design, 2007.
31 ‘‘Illumina Introduces Sentrix(R) HumanHap650Y Genotyping BeadChip; Product

Sets New Standard for SNP Density and Genomic Coverage on a Single Array,’’
Illumina Press Release, June 29, 2006, https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/
20060629005187/en/Illumina-Introduces-Sentrix-HumanHap650Y-Genotyping-BeadChip

-Product.
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human genetic difference, but also to configure it in specific ways. The
research priorities and agendas of leading genomics consortia after the
HapMap, including the NHGRI-led 1000 Genomes Project, continued
to drive SNP chip specialization for studies of researcher-delineated
population groups in different parts of the world, for which they deemed
existing chips statistically under-powered. For example, in 2013 the
NHGRI-initiated ‘‘Population Architecture using Genomics and Epi-
demiology’’ (PAGE) consortium undertook a collaboration with Illu-
mina to design a new array ‘‘to empower GWAS in diverse ancestry
populations.’’ Funded by the NIH, the re-designed array built on Illu-
mina’s Infinium HumanCore BeadChip, which had been described and
marketed as most suited to DNA from individuals of European ancestry.
Known as the ‘‘Multi-EthnicGenotypingArray’’ (MEGA), the redesigned
chip was created primarily to studyDNA from individuals of African and/
or Hispanic/Latino ancestry (Bien et al., 2016). The Kaiser Permanente
Research Program on Genes, Environment and Health (RPGEH)32 used
Affymetrix’s ‘‘Axiom’’ custom array design service to create what they
called population-specific arrays, including a ‘‘European-optimized SNP
array’’ (Hoffmann et al., 2011a) and arrays ‘‘optimized for individuals of
East Asian, African America and Latino race/ethnicity’’ (Hoffmann et al.,
2011b). Other research groups have used Affymetrix’s custom design ser-
vice to create arrays like the ‘‘Japonica’’ array designed for GWAS in
people of Japanese descent (Kawai et al., 2015).

The collaborative design of microarrays for genetic variation studies
demonstrates the significance of hybrid collectives of many types of
research organizations working across public and private domains for
the development of new genomics technologies. As successive iterations
of chip designs have expanded in the numbers of SNPs they can assay,
they have also increasingly reflected both prevailing disciplinary
thinking about genetic variation and the historical traces of chipmakers’
choices and decisions under particular constraints. Importantly, the
scope and distribution of human genetic variation from the vantage of
RFLPs looked different compared to genetic variation viewed from the
vantage of SNPs and SNP chips. The highly polymorphic RFLPs were
used to follow genetic difference and disease in families, while the less
polymorphic SNPs became part of a view of genetic variation and

32 The RPGEH received a substantial amount of their funding from the NIH’s 2009
Grand Opportunity, which supported large capital investments in biomedical research

infrastructure. RPGEH established a biobank of DNA collected from over 100,000
volunteers from within the Kaiser Permanente managed healthcare group and designed
their ethnic-specific arrays in order to genotype the DNA of these individuals (Hoff-

mann et al., 2011b).
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disease that was built around ‘‘populations,’’ loosely defined but often
along continental lines. Alongside this shift, researchers reframed the
kinds of diseases of interest to genomics, to those with complex eti-
ologies and ambiguous genetic involvement. These were mutually
reinforcing shifts. As any choice of methodological approach does, the
chip constrained researchers’ views of that which they studied – genetic
variation and disease; it restricted operational views of SNP variation to
a million or so SNPs out of the estimated 10 million common (and
many millions more rare) SNP loci in the genome. Thus, it helped foster
a permissive environment for viewing a small subset of all SNP loci
(those that the chip assayed for) as a stand-in for the universe of human
variation, reinforcing the idea that SNP chips could capture genetic
variation in a continent-specific way.

Conclusion

This article has examined the particular visions of human groupings
that motivated and guided how genome scientists in the United States in
the 1990s and early 2000s thought of and produced human genetic
variation, and how epistemic considerations regarding its apportion-
ment among groups influenced the design of their studies of disease. In
the process of making genetic markers and array-based technologies to
track variation for disease studies, scientists also made commitments to
particular ways of describing, cataloging, and ‘‘knowing’’ human ge-
netic variation (ways that align with data from related fields about the
geographic, temporal, and archaeological moorings of human groups
across time and space). SNPs and SNP chips were mobilized along a
trajectory in genomics research that exerted a kind of path dependence,
locking in particular views of human genetic variation. By examining
how SNP chips were used to operationalize population genetic theories
about DNA variation and ancestry, we illuminate some of the historical
roots of and routes through which different contemporary human
groupings have come to be bounded and understood in terms of se-
quence differences at the level of DNA.

We have traced how population genetics theories and assumptions
about the age and movements of populations during human history,
and their relative extent of genetic variation, was given materiality and
meaning through the production of genetic markers, genetic maps, and
haplotypes. The design and uses of SNPs and SNP chips together ce-
mented an understanding of genetic variation in the early 2000s that
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relied heavily on continent-based ideas about the organization of hu-
man differences. The differences of interest that took shape in the
context of twenty-first century medical genomics had as much to do
with differences in frequency or rate of occurrence described along
continental lines as they did in absolute nucleotide differences.

Importantly, SNPs followed a particular historical trajectory, gain-
ing prominence through large international consortia projects oriented
around the genome in the 1990s, within a particular web of institutional
priorities, disciplinary conventions, bureaucratic choices, and articu-
lated scientific needs. Sequence differences were framed as a necessary
corollary for genetic mapping and the study of diseases, and mapping
difference later became an end in itself. Geneticists’ professed needs for
maps of variation articulated a vision of human genetic diversity that,
coupled with technological shifts and research preferences, enabled
SNPs and SNP chips to flourish and become the de facto standard for
measuring human genetic difference in disease studies. None of these
developments were inevitable. Rather, we have shown how these were
the product of specific decisions and choices through decades of re-
search, and how genetic tools for assessing difference were fashioned
within particular sociotechnical contexts and under certain conditions.

By examining the kinds of considerations, decisions, and choices that
went into the design and construction of microarray technologies for
GWAS, we highlight how, as disease genetic studies moved away from
family linkage studies to population-wide studies of unrelated individ-
uals, an emphasis on ‘‘population’’ became dominant. Instead of indi-
viduals, (population) groups, themselves heterogeneous and impossible
to circumscribe in any precise way, became circumscribed and tamed for
the laboratory, standardized as objects of analysis through the tools of
population-specific chips. These same conceptual framings of popula-
tion prompted researchers to ascribe certain limits to their tools, such
that which SNPs were chosen for inclusion on the chips came to have
fundamental consequences for disease research, prompting iterative
SNP chip designs for human groups specified through the very work for
which the SNPs and the chips were designed. Thus, the story is one of
both standardization and differentiation; technologies became simulta-
neously standardized and differentiated.

Tracking the development of the SNP chip reveals how continent-
based notions of human difference and genetic diversity have become
encoded and embedded within the new technologies of genomics. As
discussed, epistemic commitments (to differences, coded in particular
ways) become embedded in techniques and objects, which are then
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mobilized to do work that reinforces those commitments, such as
GWAS. Thus, techniques and objects are not only material but also
epistemic, partly constituted of the physicality of materials and biology
and partly driven by (and productive of) the epistemic commitments of
their designers. Their particular uses, boundaries, and specific formu-
lations are also shaped by scientists’ imaginations, measurements,
negotiations, and collaborative work.
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